Salutations to the Wild & Beautiful ~
No two trees are the same - they each have uniquely shaped branches, their own
special character. The lines on your hands, including your fingerprints, are unique and
unlike anyone else's in this vast world… and when the heart beats - does it beat in exactly
the same way twice? No, I don’t believe it does.
Somehow along the journey through life, I became a measurer. Precise. Punctual.
‘Responsible.’ I started judging - “this is good for me”, and “that is not.” I became particular.

~ Where did this come from?
When I look around me this summer day, I see a dichotomy - screaming loudly to
catch my attention, revealing a powerful lesson. In the modernized world, we place so
much value on precision. Computers - built to exact specifications, and intended to
function via unerring sequences of 1’s and 0’s are relied upon heavily. Our vehicles, our
houses, and our clothing are mostly constructed to precise measurements. It is as if - as a
species - we feel we can “best” nature, our egos superficially satisfied by the modern
conveniences we have created. We believe we have “mastered the elements”, that we
have taken control of our lives. What a grand delusion!
We have become sophisticated at the expense of openness and receptivity.
Scientific at the price of our awe, innocence and humility. Knowledgeable, yet deficient in
joy and spontaneity.
So I don’t blame myself for my exacting ways - for this is what our modern,
industrialized culture has taught me… and yet it has never been more clear that it is not
the way, not my truth. Nature is beautiful, it is not perfect. Life should be about love, more
than achievement.
What is the remedy? This is my question.
First, to see - to move beyond denial. To say “I’m a recovering perfectionist!”
I intend to consider nature as my teacher, to flow with her; to dance with life. Rather
than asking “How can I be more productive?” or “How can I achieve more?” I begin to ask
“How can I love more?”

